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Clear Light Publishers. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Red Chile Bible: Southwestern
Classic and Gourmet Recipes, Kathleen Hansen, Audrey Jenkins, The long-awaited companion to
The Green Chile Bible, this vibrant collection of rich red chilli recipes celebrates the blending of
historic Spanish, Indian, and western frontier traditions in southwestern cookery, and explores some
of the best European and Asian contributions to the latest Southwest 'fusion' style. The Red Chile
Bible caters to the desires of every chilli cook -- from the passion for finding new ways to cook with
chilli to the ambition to achieve the ultimate classic salsa. It covers the gamut of Southwest styles
from the traditional to contemporary, from down-home rustic to unashamedly elegant, from
comfortably mellow to fiery hot. Reflecting the modern cook's commitment to natural flavours and
healthy foods, The Red Chile Bible emphasises fresh ingredients and dishes 'made from scratch' but
the authors have also suggested shortcuts and substitute ingredients to save preparation time,
without sacrificing quality or flavour. Providing important practical help for the novice chilli cook,
the authors give complete information on the major southwestern and Mexican red chillies, along
with tips on buying, storing, and handling fresh, dried, crushed, and...
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Reviews
Excellent electronic book and valuable one. We have read and so i am sure that i am going to likely to study again once more in the foreseeable future. I
am just happy to inform you that here is the very best book i have read during my personal lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- B r enda n Wucker t
Thorough guideline! Its this type of good read. It is really simplistic but shocks from the 50 percent from the publication. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Sa llie Wieg a nd
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